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Abstract: Although most rolling element bearings are grease lubricated, the underlying mechanisms of grease
lubrication has not been fully explored. This study investigates grease film evolution with glass disc revolutions
in rolling elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) contacts. The evolution patterns of the grease films were highly
related to the speed ranges and grease structures. The transference of thickener lumps, film thickness decay
induced by starvation, and residual layer were recognized. The formation of an equilibrium film determined by
the balance of lubricant loss and replenishment was analyzed. The primary mechanisms that dominate grease
film formation in different lubricated contacts were clarified.
Keywords: grease lubrication; rolling contacts; starvation; replenishment; elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL)

1

Introduction

As a primary method for rolling element bearing
lubrication, grease lubrication has been extensively
studied both on model test apparatus and on a full
bearing testing bench [1, 2]. However, the underlying
mechanisms of grease lubrication are too complicated
to be fully explored. Unlike conventional oil lubrication
where film thickness can be calculated through a simple
formula [3], grease film thickness can be predicted
with less confidence. Apart from the dimensionless
parameters of speed, load, material, and geometry [3],
additional parameters due to the nature of the grease,
such as structure, thickener type, concentration, and
so on [4–11], and especially the inlet grease amount
[12–15], will have an equal or even more significant
influence on film thickness determination. Greases are
usually classified as non-Newtonian substances with
yield shear stress (Bingham plastic) [16], providing
different rheological responses to both shear rate
(viscoelasticity) [17] and shear duration (thixotropy)
[18]. Below its yield shear stress, the bulk grease is
* Corresponding author: Xinming LI, E-mail: mexinmingli@163.com

retained, and acts as a reservoir and seal [19], and it
does not readily reflow to induce starvation [12–15]
and form a corrugated cavitation pattern at both sides
of the rolling track [12, 13, 20, 21]. Under fully flooded
conditions, the variations of effective/apparent viscosity
with shear rate (shear thinning effect) cause the film
thickness to decrease initially and then increase with
speed, forming a “V”-shaped curve [8, 21–24]. Under
constant speed with single charge, the film thickness
initially exceeds that of the corresponding base oil
and then rapidly decreases to below that of the base
oil level, mainly due to the progressive starvation
in combination with continuous shear degradation
[12–15, 20]. Such an evolution pattern over time or
disc revolutions was recognized by different testing
methods, such as electrical capacitance [25], magnetic
reluctance [26], and optical interferometry [12–15, 20,
27]. The changes in the rheological properties of
the inlet grease largely govern the behavior of the
elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) films.
Another additional inlet parameter, the inlet lubricant
amount, is crucial for film formation [20, 28]. A partially
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filled inlet gap will suppress the ability of surface
separation due to limited hydrodynamic pressure
buildup and subsequently reduce the film thickness,
resulting in starvation [28]. A grease with consistency
related to yield shear stress is more prone to induce
starvation because the reflow of bulk grease is restricted
[20]. Thus, starvation is frequently encountered in
grease-lubricated rolling bearings [1, 19]. The degree
of starvation is essentially determined by the rate of
lubricant loss from the track and the rate of lubricant
replenishment from the track sides [29]. Basically,
lubricant replenishment can occur under forces of
surface tension and capillary [29–31]. However, the
replenishment rate is affected by the lubricant mobility,
which is closely related to the shear degree of the
worked grease and temperature [14, 32]. Depending
on the balance between the rates of lubricant loss and
replenishment, four characteristic evolutions of film
thickness over time can be recognized, namely, fully
flooded, monotonically starved, starved with stabilization, and starved with recovery [33]. Although
high film thickness is maintained under fully flooded
conditions, it is not favorable because of the excessive
heat generation as well as the resulting short grease
life. One advantage of grease over base oil alone is
that an immobile residual layer is generated on the
track, which has a significant effect on surface
separation [6, 12, 14, 15, 20, 34, 35]. In the absence of
a bulk grease supplement, at low temperatures for
example, the residual layer will constantly deteriorate
by repeated transference of the rolling element, resulting
in monotonically starved contacts. The situation
of stabilization film or equilibrium film indicates a
feed-loss balance where film formation is attributed
to both the residual layer and a component of the
hydrodynamic film [14, 20, 32] induced by local
lubricant replenishment [13, 35, 36]. The mechanism
of feed-loss balance also exists in rolling bearings,
where permanent lubricant loss due to evaporation,
oxidation, and polymerization, among others, should
be considered [37]. Film thickness recovery behind
the starvation stage may occur if the grease in the
vicinity of the track is overly sheared and more
bleeding oil is released [38]. In view of the reflow
mechanism under surface tension [20], physical or
chemical surface treatment has a significant effect on

lubricant replenishment, which will also result in a
pronounced film recovery [39–41]. High temperature
softens the bulk grease and enhances the oil bleeding
rate, which may result in bulk grease reflow and
subsequently contribute to both the residual layer
reformation and hydrodynamic film generation [14, 32].
A similar situation is encountered in rolling bearings
where chaotic behavior exists [42].
Unlike the situations using model test devices where
fully flooded contacts can be achieved by channeling
grease back into the track via a scoop [8, 22–24], grease
replenishment in rolling bearings is intermittent
or occasional [36]. After the churning phase, grease
permeates and remains at different locations in the
rolling bearings [42]. Various effects, such as rolling
element spin [13], stop-restart [36], temperature [42],
cage clearance [43], vibration or transient loading [44],
and centrifugal force [45], among others, improve
grease replenishment directly by dropping grease
lumps from bulk [42], grease redistribution [43], or
changing the grease flow around the contacts [20]. A
temporary addition of grease lumps will reverse the
film decay process [42], during which a feed-loss
balance may be well maintained under some of the
effects outlined above. The repeated dynamic courses
of film decay-reconstruction ensure the safe service
of the rolling bearings for a long period of time.
The use of optical EHL apparatus is beneficial to
reproduce the evolution process of grease films [46, 47].
Under a single charge of fresh grease, the variation in
contact conditions with time, from fully flooded to
different starvation levels, can be recorded. The effects
of the residual layer and local replenishment are more
noticeable under the starved regime than that of a
fully flooded state. Moreover, some time-dependent
parameters such as the rheological properties of grease,
inlet supply conditions, and shear degradation degree
can be recognized or deduced from observations.
Therefore, this study aims to simulate an evolution
process of film thickness over disc revolutions. Different
evolution patterns of film thickness depending on
rolling speed and grease structures will be presented.
In this manner, the underlying mechanisms of grease
lubrication and the functions of EHL film components
are re-examined and clarified, which may be beneficial
to understand the entire lubricating process caused
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by an occasional drop of bulk grease into the rolling
bearings.

2
2.1

Experimental
Experimental apparatus and scheme

An optical test rig was employed to measure EHL
films. A schematic of the test rig and the measurement
scheme are shown in Fig. 1. A circular contact was
formed between a steel ball with 25.4 mm diameter
and a transparent glass disc. The glass disc was
mounted on a spindle, which was driven via a flexible
coupling by a servo-motor. The ball was located on
two dual-cone rollers, leaving one degree of freedom
to achieve almost pure roll running when driven by
the glass disc. A chromium layer was coated on the
loading side of the glass disc to obtain contrasted
images. Two laser beams with wavelengths of 532 nm
(green) and 630 nm (red) were taken as incident light.
A dichromatic interference intensity modulation
approach was used for film thickness acquisition
and film profile reconstruction; the details have been
described elsewhere [48, 49].
2.2

Experimental conditions and lubricant properties

The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1.
Both grease and base oil were tested for comparison.
Before each test, a fixed amount of 2.0 g of fresh grease

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the test rig and measurement scheme.

Table 1

Test conditions.

Entrainment speed (mm·s–1) 16, 32, 63, 96, 192, 288, 384, 512
Load (N), PHz (GPa)

30, 0.49

Base oil amount

Fully flooded

Grease amount (g)

2.0

Temperature (ºC)

20.0 ± 1.0

was deliberately applied to the glass surface and no
further grease was added during the test. A series
of measurements of the film thickness were taken
to observe its evolution with the number of disc
revolutions at a constant speed. At each speed, the
interferograms were captured under a fixed number
of disc cycles.
Two types of model grease with the same lithiumhydroxystearate thickener and mineral base oil 500 N
were used in the experiments. The properties of the
greases and base oil are listed in Table 2.
The two greases contained an identical soap concentration of 7.8 wt%, but they were manufactured
by different processes to produce two types of thickener
structures. It is known that the growth of thickener
fibers is determined by the cooling rate and time,
which can be controlled by adjusting the amount of
cooling oil [50]. Thus, the test grease with fine (Grease
A) and coarse (Grease B) fibers were produced by
cooling with 50 g of cold oil and by natural cooling,
respectively. The morphologies of the two grease
thickener fibers were characterized with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM), as shown in Fig. 2. The
fibers of Grease B produced with a low cooling rate
are relatively thick compared with those of Grease A.
Figure 3 compares the variations in the storage
modulus G', loss modulus G", and shear stress τ with
shear strains. The rheological results were obtained
from an Anton Paar MCR302 rheometer using plateto-plate geometry. The blue dots indicate the boundaries
of the linear viscoelastic (LVE) region, below which
G' and G" are stable due to the near equilibrium state
of the grease microstructure. The red dots denote the
structure transition points from solid-like to liquid-like
beyond the LVE region. The stress corresponding
to the transition reflects the entanglement level and
structure strength of the grease. The stress at the
transition point of Grease B is close to that of Grease
A, which is in accordance with the similar value for
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Table 2

Properties of the lubricants used in the experiments.
Viscosity of base oil
500N (mm2·s–1)

Dynamic bleeding
ratio (V/V)

40 °C

100 °C

Thickener
concentratio
n (wt%)

6h

24 h

Cone
penetration
(0.1 mm)

Grease A

90

10

7.8

50

28.9

46.5

281

2

Grease B

90

10

7.8

0

53.6

62.5

286

2

Grease

Cold oil
amount (g)

National Lubricating
Grease Institute
(NLGI) grade

Fig. 2 SEM images of grease thickener fibers under different cooling rates: (a) Grease A and (b) Grease B.

Fig. 3 Storage modulus G', loss modulus G", and shear stress τ
of two greases.

cone penetration listed in Table 2. Lubricant samples
were prepared by Qingdao Lubemater Co., Ltd.

3
3.1

Results
Effect of entrainment velocity on grease film
evolution

Film thickness measurements were performed with
both greases and the corresponding base oil. The
evolution of the central film thickness hcen with the
number of disc revolutions N at a constant entrainment
velocity was recorded. The evolution patterns at low,
moderate, and elevated velocities were compared to
recognize the effect of entrainment velocity on grease
film formation.

A plot of the film thickness as a function of disc
revolutions at low velocities is presented in Fig. 4(a).
Over the entire range of disc revolutions, the grease
film thickness exceeds that of the base oil. An overall
increase in film thickness with an increase in speed
was found. The corresponding interference images are
also given in Fig. 4(b), where ue denotes the rolling
direction. All images show a typical horseshoe film
shape with the appearance of “strips” in the direction
of ue in the contact zone, e.g., at ue = 16 and 32 mm/s.
The strips actually demonstrate the transference of the
thickener lumps, which enhances the grease films
and causes slight fluctuations in film curves due to
the thickener transferences. From the images, it is also
evident that the thickness of the grease films is higher
than that of the base oil alone, and the difference is
more pronounced at the higher speed of ue = 63 mm/s.
As the speed increases, Fig. 5(a) shows that a highlevel film thickness cannot always be maintained but
decays against the number of disc revolutions. At ue =
96 mm/s, an initial flat stage is temporarily maintained,
followed by a rapid decrease in the film thickness.
A direct decay is found when the speed reaches
192 mm/s. Both curves tend to level off which indicates
that the decay is time independent. The eventual
stabilized film is an equilibrium film produced by the
mechanism of feed-loss balance. This representative
evolution pattern that indicates a film thickness that
is initially high followed by a progressive decrease
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Fig. 4 Evolution of EHL films against disc revolutions at
low speeds, Grease A. (a) Variations of film thickness with disc
revolutions; (b) interference images.

the film thickness levels vary significantly depending
on the number of disc revolutions; the film thickness
is greater than that of the base oil at N = 540 and close
to that of the base oil at N = 900. At the end of running,
a state of fully starved or parched EHL contacts is
reached. The continuous film reduction under similar
inlet supply conditions indicates a progressive grease
thickener breakdown due to consecutive transferences
of the steel balls.
However, as the speed is further increased, it is
interesting to observe complete film recovery as plotted
in Fig. 6(a). At ue = 416 mm/s, the contacts experience
a short period of lubricant starvation, where the film
thickness approaches that of the base oil and then
rebounds to a fully flooded state. Starvation is
not continuous at ue = 512 mm/s although it occurs
occasionally throughout the whole process. Both curves
present an initial drop and eventually maintain a much
higher level than that of the corresponding base oil.
Such situations differ from previous observations
under fully flooded conditions [8, 22–24], where the
film thicknesses are close to those of the base oil alone
under a high-speed regime. The interference images in
Fig. 6(b) show the typical fully flooded EHL state with
the exception of N = 1,890 at ue = 416 mm/s, where
an inlet meniscus emerges in front of the contact,
indicating a partial starvation state. All the images

Fig. 5 Evolution of EHL films against disc revolutions at
moderate speeds, Grease A. (a) Variations of film thickness with
disc revolutions; (b) interference images.

before it finally becomes less than that of the base
oil alone, has been extensively observed in previous
studies [12–15, 20, 25–27]. The film decay is primarily
induced by starvation which is characterized by an
inlet oil-air meniscus as presented in Fig. 5(b). The
inlet meniscus, denoted by yellow dashed lines, is seen
to be inside the Hertzian circle (white dash circle).
Although the inlet boundaries are at similar locations,

Fig. 6 Evolutions of EHL films against disc revolutions under
elevated speeds, Grease A. (a) Variations of film thickness with
disc revolutions; (b) interference images.
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with speeds under ue = 512 mm/s are similar, indicating
a relatively stable lubrication state.
3.2

Effect of grease structure on grease film
evolutions

To assess the influence of the thickener structure on
film evolution, parallel experiments were conducted
using coarse-fibered Grease B under identical running
conditions as Grease A.
Figure 7(a) shows a plot of the evolution of grease
films at different speeds. High intensity film fluctuation
with respect to disc revolutions is clearly displayed at
ue = 16 and 32 mm/s. Unlike the situation of Grease A
in Fig. 4(b), where typical EHL films are well retained,
the contacts for Grease B are totally distorted as shown
in Fig. 7(b). A series of large lumps enter the contacts,
resulting in the loss of the horseshoe film shape and
instant film lift. This lubrication state is a source of noise
generation in rolling bearings [8, 19]. By increasing
the speed, the thickness fluctuations are reduced;
hence, the contact zone resembles that of a normal
EHL film, see the process under ue = 63 and 96 mm/s.
This is mainly due to successive shear degradation.

Both curves of ue = 63 and 96 mm/s present a trend of
film decay similar to those shown in Fig. 5(a), but the
grease curves are consistently above those of the base
oil over the entire process. For ue = 96 mm/s, another
mechanism contributing to the film decay is starvation,
which can be recognized from the appearance of the
inlet meniscus in the images of N = 3,600 and 6,840.
Comprehensive comparisons of film evolutions
between Grease A and Grease B under the entire test
conditions are presented in Fig. 8. For Grease A, at
low speeds from 16 to 63 mm/s, the curves are almost
flat with slight fluctuations. At moderate speeds, in the
range of 96–228 mm/s, different film decay patterns
are formed. At speeds above 252 mm/s, the equilibrium
film thicknesses become higher and fully flooded
states are finally achieved at ue = 416 and 512 mm/s.
However, for Grease B, although the initial film
thickness is higher than that of Grease B at each
speed, all the curves tend to decline as the number of
disc revolutions increases. An opposite film evolution
trend between Grease A and Grease B is observed as
the speed increases from 252 to 512 mm/s. It is apparent
that the film decay is more pronounced with increasing
speed. Figure 9 presents the interference images at
ue = 252 and 512 mm/s. At each speed, the images
are selected in terms of lubrication states, i.e., similar
contacts but different number of disc revolutions.

Fig. 8 Comparisons of film evolutions between (a) Grease A
and (b) Grease B.

Fig. 7 Evolutions of EHL films against disc revolutions at
different speeds, Grease B. (a) Variations of film thickness with
disc revolutions; (b) interference images.

Fig. 9 Evolutions of grease films with disc revolutions, Grease B.
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At N = 90, the film is too thick and unstable to enable
a clear image to be captured. Under full starvation
conditions, the thicknesses for ue = 512 mm/s are
much lower than those for ue = 252 mm/s, indicating
a more dramatic film decay.

4

Mechanisms and discussion

From the above results, it is evident that the formation
of grease films is complicated and is highly dependent
on the running time, speed, and thickener structure.
The mechanisms that determine the film variations
are discussed in this section.
4.1

Formation of thick film

Thick grease films are observed in cases of low speeds
for both greases, elevated speeds for Grease A, and
initial running for all test conditions.
Apparently, the generation of thick grease films is
due to the transference of thickener lumps as shown
in Fig. 4(b), Fig. 7(b), and previous observations
[8, 22–24, 51]. The breakdown of lumps from their
intact state to small particles contributes to the transition
from distorted contact to normal contact, as shown
in Fig. 7(b). Figure 10 shows the initial contact and
worked contact at different speeds. It is evident that
from the initial contact to the worked contact at ue =
96 mm/s, the lumps are gradually sheared into small
particles. At ue = 16 mm/s, large lumps still remained
after work, which corresponds to consistent distorted
contacts over the entire running. The smaller particles
at ue = 63 and 96 mm/s, indicate a shear degradation
process, hence the transition from “noisy” contact to
smooth contact.

Fig. 10 Initial contacts and worked contacts under static state,
Grease B.

Essentially, the apparent viscosity of the inlet
lubricant is crucial to determine the film thickness in
the contacts. It is believed that the apparent viscosity
of the grease at low shear rates (low speeds) will
exceed that of the corresponding base oil, resulting in
a thicker grease film. As Fig. 10 shows, the partially
destroyed lumps at low speeds have an effect on the
enhancement of the apparent viscosity. Recently, Kochi
et al. observed the aggregation of lumps in the inlet
zone and reverse flow of streamers in a radial direction
away from the contact [24], which indicates that
the concentration of thickener will increase in the
inlet zone and thus enhance the film thickness. This
observation may support the formation of thick films
at low speeds. In the present study, this mechanism
may also elucidate the thick film during the initial
running period at each speed.
The thick grease films at elevated speeds for
Grease A are mainly due to the shear degradation of
thickeners. The grease will be subjected to severe
shear in the inlet zone under a high shear rate (high
speed). The original fibrous structure of the thickener
will degrade causing an initial film thickness decay
in Fig. 6(a). As the test proceeds, the grease is heavily
sheared in the inlet zone and eventually breaks down
into discrete particles or fine fibers that disperse in
the base oil. In this situation, the viscosity of the fully
sheared grease is ηG = ηBO (1 + BΦ), where ηBO is the
viscosity of the base oil, B is a constant, and Φ is the
volume fraction of the thickener [8]. Consequently,
the grease, as a high viscous material, has a large film
thickness, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The difference between
this and previous investigations into the variations of
film thickness against speed [8, 22–24] is that the
grease film thickness in the current study is much
greater than that of the base oil alone, whereas the
film thicknesses with grease and base oil are similar
[8, 22–24]. A possible explanation for this is the different
rheological properties of the grease, which depend
on the test procedure. In the film thickness–speed
tests, a “V”-shaped film curve is generally formed. The
initial decrease in film thickness with speed should be
attributed to the shear thinning effect (viscoelasticity),
since the “V” shape can be well maintained under
repeated speed increase and decrease [8, 24] or if it is
pre-sheared [22]. Otherwise, a loss of the “V” shape
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may be observed if permanent physical destruction
of the bulk grease is considered. The linear increase
in film thickness with speed represents a Newtonian
flow behavior, indicating that a secondary Newtonian
state is reached at high speeds. However, in the present
study, the tests are performed at constant speeds, which
can be taken as an approximately constant shear rate
running condition. This means that in the absence of
the shearing effect, the apparent viscosity of the fully
sheared grease can be maintained and is higher than
the secondary Newtonian value. Under constant shear,
the thixotropy may affect the apparent viscosity but
this is difficult to ascertain from the results.
4.2

Mechanisms of film thickness decay

Different patterns of film thickness decay are shown
in Fig. 8. The mechanisms of both shear degradation
and starvation can induce film decay [52]. Shear
degradation will cause both temporary and permanent
apparent viscosity loss, hence reducing the film
thickness, as shown for the initial film decay in
Figs. 6(a) and 7(a).
Starvation results in rapid and continuous film
decay. During the running process, most of the grease
is displaced from the track by the squeeze motion
and pressure gradient induced cross flow [53] or side
flow [54]. The lubricant loss rate is higher than the
lubricant replenishment rate mainly due to the high
yield stress. The high viscosity induced starvation is
gross starvation or bulk starvation, under which the
film thickness may still be greater than that of the
base oil, see Figs. 5(a) and 7 (ue = 96 mm/s). Figure 5(b)
shows that once bulk starvation occurs, the grease is
less likely to be further sheared in the inlet zone; thus,
the displaced grease remains “stiff”, causing a very
low replenishment rate. Therefore, the inlet gap will
be continuously depleted, resulting in progressive
starvation. However, at elevated speeds (ue = 416 mm/s,
Grease A), in the unstable semi-starvation state, the
grease can still be heavily sheared. Hence, the displaced
grease is softened, and it develops the ability to reflow
easily, allowing the film to return to a fully flooded
state.
Unlike the situations with Grease A, the film
thickness decay of Grease B is more pronounced at

elevated speeds. Figure 4 shows that the structural
strength of the two types of grease is similar, but
Grease B with its coarse fibers has greater inter-fiber
spacing which impart higher bleeding rates, as shown
in Table 2. However, although Grease B can release a
higher amount of base oil, the released oil is more
prone to be expelled from the contact [55]. It is this loss
that dominates the film decay. The higher the speed,
the shorter the replenishment time and the steeper
the film decay.
4.3

Formation of equilibrium films

In Figs. 5 and 7 (Grease B, ue ≥ 218 mm/s), the film
thickness eventually reaches an equilibrium state and
is less time dependent, which is a feed-loss balance
situation.
The grease films are composed of a residual layer
and a hydrodynamic film [12, 14, 32]. Besides determining the onset of starvation and oil bleeding, another
role of the thickener is that of direct participation in
film formation as a stagnant layer. During the first
few disc revolutions, a residual layer is formed by the
transference of grease lumps and deposition of the
degraded grease. Initially, this layer is thick (Fig. 5(b),
N = 540), but with consecutive rolling, the layer is
milled, and it breaks down, resulting in the loss of more
base oil and leaving a highly viscous layer. In this
process, the film thickness continuously decreases and
finally stabilizes. The residual layer can be recognized
from the static tracks in Figs. 10 and 11. Depending
on the running conditions and the final equilibrium
state, the thickness of the layer varies. In Fig. 11, a
higher-level equilibrium film produces a clear residual
layer (ue = 228 mm/s), whereas a more severe starvation
leaves an undetectable layer (ue = 160 mm/s).
Under a heavily starved state, the effect of the
residual layer becomes more significant for the
separation of the contact surfaces. Figure 12 shows
the equilibrium film, static contact after working, and
out-of-contact track. Two types of oil reservoirs are
formed [13]. The primary reservoirs contribute to a
local lubricant replenishment under the capillary
force, which is imperative for the hydrodynamic film
formation. The secondary reservoirs are mainly responsible for base oil supply. In addition, during the
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Fig. 11 Static rolling track after running, Grease A.

Fig. 12 Equilibrium film and replenishment mechanisms, Grease
A, ue = 128 mm/s.

out-of-contact period, some lubricant from the side
bands may replenish the track, driven by surface
tension. The lubricant loss rate determined by the
pressure gradient appears to be larger than the rate
of spontaneous reflow induced by surface tension
forces. In the semi-starved lubrication state, free oil
still remains, which can be expelled. However, with
heavily starved contacts, very little free oil is squeezed

out, and the reflow amount may balance the lubricant
loss, subsequently forming an equilibrium film. The
thickness of the equilibrium film is determined by
both the strength of the residual layer, in terms of
separation ability and duration, and the lubricant
replenishment ability.
In addition, the lubricant replenishment is also
related to the grease flow and distribution at both
contact sides, as shown in Fig. 11. Different grease
distributions are observed for fully flooded and
starved running states. For fully flooded running, the
“fingers” formed by cavitation are maintained, and
they extend from the bulk grease towards the track,
providing a mechanism of lubricant feeding. Close to
the track, fine branches are formed due to high shear.
However, under the starved running condition, the
grease fingers retract from the track and are distributed
parallel to the rolling direction to some extent or are
finely divided, indicating an adverse effect on lubricant
replenishment [20].
Figure 13 schematically shows the different
lubrication states experienced by the two types of
grease. For the thin-fibered Grease A, fully flooded
contacts are formed with a thicker film than that
of the corresponding base oil. At moderate speeds,
starved contacts occur due to a high lubricant loss rate,
which causes progressive film decay and formation
of an equilibrium film. At elevated speeds, the fully
sheared grease is degraded into fine fibers that disperse
into the base oil and form a highly viscous lubricant,
which contributes to a thick film and a fully flooded
state is achieved again. However, the coarse-fibered
Grease B causes intense fluctuations in film thickness
at low speeds. The high bleeding rate induces increased
lubricant loss and thereby tends to create starvation.
High shear rates (high speeds) aggravate the film decay.
Thus, Grease B only undergoes stages (I) and (II).

Fig. 13 Schematic of lubrication states over different speed ranges.
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Conclusions

The evolution of grease film thickness with the number
of disc revolutions at different speeds was observed.
The influence of the grease structure on the film
evolution was analyzed. The current results provide
evidence of the transference of thickener lumps, shear
degradation, and formation of residual layers. The
following conclusions were drawn:
1) At low speeds, both types of grease with thin and
coarse fibers form a thicker film than the corresponding
base oil, due to the transference of thickener lumps.
The grease with coarse fibers produces large lumps
which cause intense fluctuations in film thickness.
2) At moderate speeds, progressive film decay
occurs due to starvation.
3) At elevated speeds, the grease with thin fibers is
fully sheared and degraded, forming a highly viscous
lubricant, which can generate a thick film. In contrast,
the grease with coarse fibers has a high bleeding rate,
resulting in increased lubricant loss and a more
pronounced film decay.
4) Both the residual layers and hydrodynamic films
contribute to the formation of lubricating films with
grease lubrication. The grease flow and distribution
at the track sides affect the lubricant replenishment
and the formation of equilibrium films.
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